REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS AND COMPLIANCE

Merrill Corporation:
A GDPR compliant partner
Effective May 25, 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) will take
effect. This regulation affects Merrill Corporation (“Merrill”), its data, and the data
of its clients. The following provides some general information pertaining to the
GDPR and outlines how Merrill is approaching its own GDPR compliance.
As regulatory organisations and governments around the world tighten their data protection laws,
it can often leave businesses wondering where they stand with regard to compliance. This means
taking a closer look at internal practices as well as evaluating 3rd party vendors as to their practices
to ensure compliance.
Merrill’s technology-enabled platforms for content sharing and regulated communications and
compliance services, enable our clients to successfully navigate the secure sharing of their most
sensitive content. As such, we understand the impact that new regulations like the GDPR can have,
especially given that your documents often contain confidential information that may include client
and employee personal data.
As a leading technology provider, Merrill welcomes this law as an important step forward in
streamlining data protection requirements across the European Union. Committed to being one of
your trusted partners, the information below will help you to feel comfortable with checking off the
“3rd party vendor” compliance section of your GDPR list.

Does Merrill Corporation comply with the GDPR?
Merrill is already compliant with the existing Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC and has taken steps to
continue its compliance as the GDPR comes into effect. In addition, Merrill has a working group that
regularly reviews, maintains and improves Merrill’s data protection policy.

How will this affect Merrill?
Merrill has been in the business of securely managing regulated data for 50 years. We have always been
ahead of the curve in maintaining confidential data in a secure manner. As a result, the onset of the GDPR
will not significantly change how Merrill manages its data or its clients’ data. Merrill will continue to
implement new technology, policies and processes as opportunities and requirements arise.

What security measures are in place to ensure
Merrill is GDPR compliant?

Merrill is ISO/IEC
27001 certified:
Merrill’s processes are
audited against global
standards required for
maintaining
confidentiality,
security and integrity
for all data that Merrill
processes.

Merrill’s platforms
(Merrill DataSite,
Merrill DatasiteOne)
provide clients with
the opportunity to
manage uploaded
data, including
choosing the level of
access for any user.
While Merrill can
facilitate, the client
is ALWAYS in
control of its data.

Merrill has invested in
European client
support and hosting
facilities to maintain
localisation of data in
the EU.

Merrill’s U.S. entity is
Privacy Shield
certified for clients
with cross border
requirements.

Merrill conducts
privacy impact
assessments on a
regular basis and
provides training
on data privacy
obligations to ensure
best practices are met
and industry leading
solutions are
implemented where
personal information
is concerned.
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